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PRINTS OUT THE VARIABLES:

PRICE; GROWERPAYMENT; HARVCOSTS; NUTRIENTCOST; TOTALCOST; PROFIT;

PRICE
RECEIVED PRICE PER DRY TON

GROWERPAYMENT
= PRICE - NUTRIENT REPLACEMENT COST
So this really includes both PROFIT and HARVEST COST

HARVCOSTS
ONLY HARVEST COSTS PER DRY TON

NUTRIENTCOST
ONLY NUTRIENT COSTS PER DRY TON

TOTALCOST
= TOTAL COSTS PER DRY TON. INCLUDES HARVESTING AND NUTRIENT REPLACEMENT

PROFIT
= PRICE – TOTALCOST

*NOTE: DISREGARD REPORTED NUMBERS IF PRODUCTION IS ZERO. Ie NUMBERS ONLY MAKE SINCE IF THERE IS PRODUCTION.